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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f belong to the class M of all functions which are defined, bounded and 
continuous on the real axis R and let /I be an element of the class B of functions 
which are defined on R and which have the following four properties: 1) #?zO 
on R, 2) p is continuous at t= 0 and p(O) = 1, 3) for all 6>0 is supfl(t) e 1, 
4) BEG(N. 14~~ 
The convolution operators U, dealt with in this paper are defined on M by 
(2) I,=7 p(t)dr (QZ I). --m 
Hence (U,l)(x) = 1. In [l] it was proved that the approximation theorem 
holds at each point XER at which f is continuous, i.e. (U,f)(x)+f(x) (e-+00), 
Moreover, the speed with which this approximation takes place was studied 
with the assumption that f”(x) exists and that 1 -/3(t) behaves like eta 
(c > 0, a > 0) if f JO and like c’lt Id if tt0. If then a > a’ it was shown in [ 11 that the 
order of approximation at x is Q”” if f’(x) #O, i.e. 
h el’“WQfW -f(x)1 = 4f’W, P-m 
d, being a constant, dI # 0. Thus under the above assumption the order of 
approximation is a power of e. 
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In the present paper it is proved that the class B contains a subclass B’ such 
that the operators U, constructed with an element of B’ yield a much higher 
order of approximation than any positive power of Q. In fact B’ contains 
elements for which the order of approximation is exp(dz&b+t)), p and d2 
being positive constants. The order of approximation may be much more 
involved, viz. exp(a(g)), where X(Q) is a polynomial in some fractional power 
of Q, the highest power being Q l’(P+ I). Some examples are given at the end of 
the paper. As p may be chosen arbitrarily (p > 0) the exponent 1 /(p + 1) can 
come as close to 1 as may be wanted, however it always remains smaller than 1. 
The special case p = 1, q >p was the subject of a lecture given by the author at 
the third conference on Approximation Theory held from 8th to 12th January 
1980 at Austin (Tex.) [2]. 
2. THE SUBCLASS B’ OF B 
DEFINITION 1. The real numbers p, q, c, a,~‘, q’, c’, a’ satisfy the conditions 
O<p<q, c>O, a>O, Ocp’cq’, c’>O, a’>O. r and f are real. Thenumber 
satisfies two conditions, viz. 
(3) 0<6s(c-1e-2)1’*, 
and (5). On the interval -6 I t I 6 the real function b(t) is defined us foI/ows 
1 -/log cta[-p+ rjlog ctQ1-4 (0-c ts6) 
(4) PW= 1 
{ 
(t=o) 
1 - llog cqtyy+ f Ilog c’ltla’l-q’ (-dIt<O) 
6 being so small (a > 0) that 
(5) o<j3(t)< 1 (-ast<o, O<tzs6)* 
On the intervals t c -6 and t ~6 /3(t) is such that O</?(t), SUP/~(~)< 1 and 
BELlW). 
lMr& 
Obviously p E B. The sub-class of all fi given by definition 1 shall be denoted 
by B’. 
The operators U&Z 1) defined on the class M (viz. the Introduction) are 
given by (l), (2) with b E B’. 
THEOREM 1. If f E M then for all XE R 
(6) (UQf W -f(x)-+0 (IT?-=). 
PROOF. This follows from theorem 1 in [l]. 
From now on it is assumed that f”(x) exists at a point XE A. Then Taylor’s 
expansion reads 
(7) f(x- t) - f(x) = -tf’(x) + +t2f”(X) + t+,(t). 
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Setting y,(O) = 0 then y,(t) is bounded and continuous on R. Defining for Q 11 
(8) I”,(d) = s” t”p(t)dt (v = 0, 1,2), J,,(d) = $, tv/3Q(o~~ (v = 4 La 
-6 
(9) Ice= y t*yx(t)pqt)dl --QD 
it follows from (7) that 
(10) 
I 
(ueS)(X) -.#lx) =Iil {-~le(&f’(X) + 2-1~*e(~V”(x) - J*e(@f’(x) 
+ 2-‘J2g(Wn(X) + Ke 1 (ez 1). 
Concerning the first part of (8) we define 
(11) A,(6) = s” tye(t)dt, B,(6) = s” ty3q-+it (v=O, 1,2) 
0 0 
which leads to 
(12) Ive(& =Ave(& + (-l)“Bve(& (v=O, 1,2). 
3. INVESTIGATION OF A FUNCTION A(@, u) 
In section 4 the asymptotic behaviour of A,(6) if e-*00 will be studied. This 
study leads to the following function A(@, U) of u for large values of Q: 
(13) A(@,u)=A(@,a,u)=au-plog(1 -u-P+ru-4) 
with 
(14) O<acl, o<p<q, u12. 
In the present section A(@, U) will be investigated. 
THEOREM 2. For all sufficientiy large Q the function n(e, u) has only one 
extremum on the interval [2,00]. This is a minimum. 
PROOF. The equation f = 0 gives 
(15) a-e(pu-P-1-q~-4-1)(1-U-P+rU-4)-1=0 
which leads to the equation 
(16) uP+~-u+~uP+I-~=Q-~~(P-~~~P-~). 
Setting 
(17) a-‘p =s, a-lqr = v 
(16) takes the form 
(18) ~P+l-u+rt~P+l-q=se-veuP-4. 
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For large values of Q (18) has only one solution u = u. on the interval [a 001 and 
u()=(s@)“@+‘)(l+o(l)). 
In order to determine u. more precisely we set 
(19) 240 = (se) l’(p + ‘I( 1 + @(&I)) 
with 
(20) qq@)=b,@~l+b-&k+ -*- +b&%n+O(@-“(~+‘)) 
where 
(21) o>p,> --* >pm2 -l/(p + 1). 
With respect to (18) we consider several different cases. 
Case I. p> 1, q>p + 1. Substitution of (19), (20) in (18) leads because of (21) 
to the reduced equation 
(1 +#(@))P+‘=l +o(@-“‘P+r)). 
Consequently, #(e) = O(Q- l(J’+l)) and (19) has the form 
(22) u()=(s@)l”~+1)+0(1). 
Case 2. p > 1, q = p + 1. The reduced equation is now 
(p+ l)br@~l+o(@~l)=- Us-@+2)‘(p+l)@-l’(p+‘)(l+ o(1)). 
Hence, m= l,~u=-l/(p+l), bl=-u/(p+ l)~-@+~)‘@+~), and 
(23) uo=(s@)“‘~+‘)-- r/((p+l)s)+o(l). 
Case 3. p > 1, p c q cp + 1. Let I be that positive integer such that 
(24) p+(l/(Z+ l))<qlp+(l/f) 
in which the sign of equality does not occur if I = 1 (in fact, if q = p + 1, we have 
case 2). The reduced equation is now 
(25) (1 + e(e)) P+l+oe-'4P+"=1- &44+'MP+ ')Q-t4-Pv(P+ ',(I + #(e))PQ* 
Substitution of (20) in (25) yields 
111 = 1, pj = --i(q -p)(p + 1) (i= 1, ‘..) ,). 
The coefficients t, 1, . . . , b, in (20) are uniquely determined by (25). E.g. br = 
-u/(p + l)s-(q+ ‘)‘@+ l). The solution u. of (18) is now 
(26) uo=s"CP+ "{ Q l&+1)+ i bietl-itq--N)/@+l)] +0(l). 
i=l 
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Case 4. p = 1, q > 2. The reduced equation is 
(1 + @(@))2- (s@)-‘“= 1 + o(e-“2). 
Hence m = 1, pl = -l/2, bl =2-l A--‘~ and thus 
(27) zQ=(.s@)“~+2-‘+0(1). 
Case 5. p = 1, q = 2, The reduced equation reads 
(1 + @(@))2- (s&-‘/2= 1 - Us-3’2@-1’2+ o(e-“2). 
This gives m=l,p=-l/2, bl=2-‘(1 - us-l), so 
(28) UO = (se) “2+ 2-‘s-‘“(1 - us-‘) + o(1). 
It is to be noticed that bl = 0 if 1 - us-l = 0, i.e. if r= l/2 (because of (17)). This 
was to be expected as the reduced equation can also be derived by first ex- 
panding log(1 - u-i + #ue2) for sufficiently large values of u in terms of powers 
of U-‘. Then the term containing um2 drops out. Differentiation then yields the 
reduced equation after inserting (19). 
Case 6. p = 1, 1 <q< 2. The reduced equation now reads 
(29) (1 + @(e))2- (se)-‘“= 1 - us-‘(se)(‘-Q)“(l + e(e))‘-4+ o(e-l”). 
From this it is clear that the lowest exponent of e in (20) is always -l/2. If I de- 
notes that positive integer such that (24) with p = 1 holds it follows from (29) 
that if I(q - 1) = 1 then m= 1 and pi= -i(q - 1)/2 (i = 1, . . . , I). However, if 
I(q-l)<l then m=f+l, pi=-i(q-1)/2 (i=l,...,I) and p,+i=-l/2. The 
coefficients bi (i = 1, . . . , I, resp. I + 1) can be determined uniquely from (29). The 
solution u. in (19) is now 
(30) uo=sl”{el/2+ i~lbie(l-i(q-l))/2) +0(l) 
where the sum in the right-hand side has to be extended to I+ 1 if I?Z = 1+ 1. 
Case 7. 0 c p < 1, q >p + 1. The reduced equation is 
(31) (l+#(e))p+‘-((se)-p’(P+i)(l +@(e))=l+o(p-“@+I)). 
Let I be that positive integer such that 
(32) (I+ 1)-‘<p5l-’ 
where the sign of equality does not occur if I = 1. Then m = 1, ,ui= -ip/(p + 1) 
(i= 1, . . . . 1). The coefficients bi (i= 1, . . . , /) can be determined uniquely from 
(31). The solution u. is 
(33) u. =sl/@+ l)(e ‘/@+l) + ; &.e(‘-W’@+ 1’) + o(])s 
i=l 
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Case 8. 0 <p < 1, q = p + 1. The reduced equation is 
(34) (1 +#k?w+’ -((s~)-P~(P+‘)(]+~(p))=]-vs-‘(se)-l~’P+1)+o(e-’~‘P+1)). 
Thenm=I+l,pi=-ip/(p+l)(i=l,..., 1), CL/+ I = -l/(p + 1) unless in (32) the 
sign of equality holds. In that case m = I and pf = -1 /(p + 1). The coefficient bi 
(i= 1, . . . . I, resp. I+ 1) can be determined uniquely from (34). The solution u. is 
(35) uo=s'/(P+l){Q l/(P-tl)+ b ~iQu-'P)4P+1)j +0(l) 
i= I 
where the sum in the right-hand side has to be extended to I+ 1 if m = I+ 1. 
Case 9. O<pc 1, pp<qcp+ 1. The reduced equation is 
(36) 
I 
(I+ 9(e))P +l -(se)-p’(p+t)(l +f$(@))+r(s@)-4”“+‘)(1 ++(e))P+‘-4 
= 1 - us-1 (s@)-(Q-P”‘P+q] + f#J(@))P-q. 
Substitution of (20) in (36) shows that three sub-cases have to be considered, 
according to whether q is greater than, equal to, or smaller than 2p. 
These are the sub-cases 9a, 9b and 9c resp. 
Sub-case 9a. 2p<q<p+ 1. Then -p>-(q-p), hence p1 =-p/(p+ 1). bl= 
l(p + 1),-P’@+ 1). P ossibly other exponents pz, . . . with their coefficients bZ, . . . 
can be determined from (36). 
Sub-case 9b. q =2p. If r#p/q then v#s (because of (17)) and pl = -p/(p+ 1), 
bl = (p + 1)-‘(1 - u/s)s- H@+ ‘). If r= l/2 then it depends on p whether pl exists. 
In fact, if pl2-’ then pl = -2p/(p + I), bl = -2-‘(p + l)-is-~‘(p+l). Possibly 
other exponents ,u2, . . . and their coefficients b2, . . . can be determined from (36). 
Their number is finite. If 2-l <p< 1 then in (20) @(Q) = O(Q-“(P+ ‘)). 
Sub-case 9c. pcqc2p.Then~l=-(q-p)/(p+l),bl=-v(p+l)-1s-(~+1)’(~+1). 
Other exponents p2, . . . and their coefficients b2, . . . can be determined from 
(36). Certainly there is a pi equal to -p/(p+ 1) because the second term in (36) 
contains a term involving p-P’(P+ l). The solution u. is now 
(37) uo=s'4P+~){Q teP+l)- v(p+1)-1s-(4+l)/(P+I)e(P+1-q)/(P+1) +.*.} +0(l), 
In the sum between the curled brackets the exponents, beginning with the 
second one, viz. (p + 1 - q)/(p + 1) are of form 1 /(p + 1) + pi, where the pi are 
negative and decreasing linear composita of -p/(p + 1), -q/(p + 1) and 
-(q -p)/(p + 1). An example is given as application 3 in the last section of this 
paper. 
In cases l-9 all possibilities are considered which exist for the solution u. of 
(18) tending to infinity if Q+ 00. This solution is always uniquely determined 
and it is given as a finite linear compositum of non-negative powers of Q, 
together with a o(1) term. The highest order term contains in all cases Q’@+ 1). 
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If the solution u. is written as 
(38) u. = (.sQ)“@ + l) + de”’ + o( Q”) 
then it follows from the results of cases 1-9 that if o* is defined by 
(39) o*=minW(p+ 11, (4--pV(P+ l),P/(P+ l)), 
that 
(40) wsl/(p+l)-CD*. 
This will be used later on. 
Substitution of u. in A(@, u) (see (13)) gives in all cases l-9, using (17), 
(41) 
c 
a?, uo) = a?, 4 uo) 
=a(f+p-‘)(s@)“‘~+‘~(1+C,~~‘l+c*@~’2+~~~+c,@~’m)+o(l) 
in which the coefficients cl, . . . , c, are uniquely determined, In section 4 a has 
the value (v + 1)/a (v = 0, 1,2). Using this and (17), (41) can be written as 
(42) r 
m,~o)=~ ( v+l @9-g, uo > 
v+ 1 
( > 
Po+l) 
=(p+l) ----& @l’(~+l)(l+cl~l+cz~z+-..+ 
I + c&y-} + o(1). 
From (13) and the way in which u. is determined, it follows that 
(43) A$ = ,,-lo+ 1) 
0 
(44) $$= p(p + l)@u-(p+2)(1 + o(1)). 
Substitution of (38) in (44) gives 
(45) +z(p+ l)(.sQ)-l~‘~+l)(l+o(l)). 
0 
4. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF I,,(S). 
In order to determine the asymptotic behaviour of A,(6) in (12) definition 
(4) is used in (11) giving 
(44) A,(6)=~P’exp{elog(l -llogctQ(-p+rIlogcta)-4)}df. 
0 
Substitution of 
t = (&-1’Q 
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in (46) yields 
(47) CYFA,(~) = 7 e-A(@vU)du -log CP 
in which 
(48) 
a=(v+ 1)/o!, 
A(~,u)=A(~,a,u)=au-~log(l -u-p+ru-Q). 
It should be noticed that it follows from (3), (5) that -log cola 2 2. The func- 
tion A(@, U) has been investigated in section 3. By theorem 2 A-(@, U) has only one 
extremum on [2, co) and thus on [-log cSa, 00) if Q is large enough which will be 
assumed from now on. This extremum is a minimum, attained at u = u. . In sec- 
tion 3 u. was determined as function of Q. 
In order to determine the asymptotic behaviour of A,(@ if Q+ 00 the integral 
in the right-hand side of (47) is split up into three parts: 
uo--P” uo+Q” 
(491 crcUA,,(G) = s+s+T e-AcQ,U)du =L, +Lz + L3, -log CP w-P0 uO+Q” > 
the number cr satisfying the inequality 
(50) (2(p+ l))-‘<a<(p+ I)-‘. 
From (50) it follows for later usage that 
(51) 2o-(p+ l)-‘>O. 
The integral L2 is investigated first, It is written as 
(52) 
As A(@, U) is infinitely differentiable on [uO - ~9 ue + ,@‘I, Taylor’s expansion 
gives 
(531 n(e,U)-I(e,UO)=(U-~o)~ &A 
0 
+w--oY~. 
I 
with u1 lying in between u. and u. Because in (44) o(1) is uniform in u E 
[u. - e”, u. + @] it follows from (44) and (45) that in (53) 
(54) 
&A an 
--~---s(l+o(l)), 
duf -duo 
uniformly in u1 on the interval [u. - @, u. + Q”]. Combination of (53), (43), (54) 
and (45) learns that on this interval 
(55) 
c 
A(@, uo) - A(@, 24) = (u. - u)o(~-~‘(P+ ‘1) - (u. - u)22-1a(p + 1) l 
l (.s@)-“(p+‘)(l + o(l)). 
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Setting 
(56) ly(@) = {2-Qz(p+ 1)(sQ)-“(p+‘)}“2 
in (55) and subsequent substitution in the integral in the right-hand side of (52) 
gives 
w+Pa 
&(Q.“o)L2 = j exp((z+ - u)o(e- 
uO--P" 
l’@+l))- { ~(~)(u~-u))~(l +d(l))}du. 
Substitution of 
v(eW- ‘Jo) = w 
then gives 
ffOv(Q) 
e-J4o>L2 = (t&g)-' -p~~Q) exPHw(e)WW j “@+‘))W-&(l+ o(l))}dw* 
Since 0 satisfies (50) it follows from (56) that @‘u/(e)-, 00 if p+ m. Moreover, 
by (56) it is clear that (~(,Q))-‘o(Q-~‘@+ *))+O if e-+00. Thus 
(57) &@3 4L2 = (V/(Q))- ' -1 e -“2dw(l + o(1)) = 7r’“(u/(@))-‘(l + o(1)). 
Combination of (57) and (56) yields 
(58) L2 = {2nc1(p+ l)-1}1’2(s~)1n@+ l)e--l(a”o)(l + o(l)). 
In the determination of the asymptotic behaviour of L3 and L, in (49) the 
following lemma is used 
LEMMA 1. LetpuO, O<a<b, g(x)=x-p(x>O). If a+w and if 
W) b/a-* 1 
then in the result of the mean value theorem of the differential culculus, viz. 
WI g(a) -g(b) = -(b - a)g’(a + c(b - a)) (O<c< 1) 
c is uniquely determined and the asymptotic relation 
(611 c=2-‘+0(l) @-+w) 
holds. 
PROOF. Because X-B - l is monotonically decreasing c in (60) is uniquely deter- 
mined. It follows from (60) by taking g =x-p that 
(a + c(b - a)Y + 1 = p(b - a)aflb”/(i@ - afl) 
=p((b/fz)- l)a~+‘(a+(~-a)r/((a+(b-a)y-a~} 
=~((b/a)-l)a~+‘(1+((b/a)-l)y{(l+((b/a)-l)y-1)-’. 
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3ecause of (59) we have for sufficiently large values of a 
(a+c(b-a))fl+‘=ap + ’ (1 + p((b/u) - 1) + O((Ma) - 1)2} 
l {1--2-‘(~-1)((b/a)-1)+0((b/a)-1)~}. 
Hence 
(a+c(b-a))fl++ =ap+l{l +2-1(p+l)((b/fz)- 1)+O((b/a)-1)2}. 
Consequently, 
a+c(b-a)=a~l+2-1(~+l)(b/a)-1)+O((b/a)-1)2)1’(~+1) 
=c~(l+2-~((b/a)-l)+O((~/a)-l)~). 
Thus 
(62) c=2-l+O((b/a)-1). 
From (62) and (59) the assertion (61) follows. 
We now proceed to the investigation of the integral L3 occurring in (49). L3 is 
written as 
(63) 
L3 = e-“@“o)exp(~(@, uc) - A(@, u. + Q”)) 5 exp(il(e, u. + Q”) + 
-m, u)Wu. 
uo+&+ 
Because of (13) we have 
i 
A(@, uo) - A(@, u. + e”) =-a@ - elog(l - 240” + ruOq) 
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+plog(l -(z4~+@b)-~+r(z&+l@)-~) 
= -a@ + &Q - r&4) - e((uo + @)-P - ~(24~ + e”)-q) + eO(z@) 
= -a@ + &Q - (u. + e”)-P) - er(uOq - NO + eTq) + eO(z@). 
AppIication of Lemma 1 with I( =p resp. q and with a = uo, b = u,, + @’ to the 
second resp. the third term in the latter side yields (by (38), (39) and (40), u. is 
monotonically increasing for sufficiently large values of e, e 1 go say) 
A(e, uo) - A(e, u. + e”) = --a@+& +b(uo + (2-l + o(l))@}-P- 1 
-qrp*+a {u. + (2-l + o(l))@}-q-l + eO(z.@) 
sgP[-a+pp4~~-1(1+(2-1 +o(l))@kg-l}-P-l 
+ q Irl eu;q- ’ { 1 + (2-l + o(l))eau;‘}-q- ’ ] + eO(z@). 
In view of (19) and (17) this yields 
(65) 
i 
Ace, ~0) - Ace, UO + e”) 
I@[-a+a(l +@(e))-Pel{l +(2-1+o(l))s-Q(s~)u-(1’(P+1))* 
‘(1 +#(Q))-‘)-P-~ +qIrlS-1(Se)-(4-P)‘(P+1)(1 +@(e))-q-‘= 
- { 1 + (2-l + o(l))s-b(.s~)u-(l’(P+ ‘I(1 + @(e))-1}-q- 1 ] 
+ O(et*-PMP+*)) 
= @[-a(p + l)#(e) - 2-‘a@ + l)s- *4P+ l)eu-(l4P+ 1)) + 0(&(e)) 
+oeb-(“@+‘))+qIrlS-‘(Se)- (4-PMP+ 1) + o(e44-PMP+ I))] 
+ O(eC’ -PMP + ‘)). 
Assuming that o satisfies the additional condition (besides (SO)) 
(66) max h-w* 
( 
2-P 1 
‘VP+ 1) > 
<CT<- 
p+l’ 
it follows that 
(67) 
I 
a-(l/(&J+ l))>-w*r&, 2a-(l/(p+ l))>(l -p)/(p+ 1), and 
0-(14P-t l))>-(q-Pv(P+ 1). 
Combination of (65) and (67) yields that for all sufficiently large values of Q, 
esde~ w0) say, 
A(@, uo)-A.(@, uo+@~)+-4-‘a(p+ l)s-l’(p+‘)e2~-(l’(p+l)) 
and thus, with (56) 
(68) a?, uo) - a?, uo + e”> 5 -2-l v2k?k2u (@~@I). 
Next an estimation for A&, u. + Q”) - A(@, U) in the integrand in the right-hand 
side of (63) will be derived. Setting u = u. + @ + w then w 10 and similarly to 
(64) 
A(@, u~+~~) - A(@, u) = -aw + ~((24~ + .g”)-P - (u. + @+ w)-p} 
- p{(uo + p-4 - (240 + @U + w)-4) + @o(u,2P), 
in which the O-symbol is independent of w. By using the mean value theorem of 
the differential calculus it follows that 
A(@, u. + @) - A@, u) 5 -aw +pew(uo + Q”)-P- l+ q ]rl ew(uo + @)-Q- 1 
+@O(Z&~~)= w(-a+a(l +@(~))-~-‘(l+ ~;lp~)-~-~ 
+g(rle(se)-(q+‘)/@+‘)(f +qj(@))-4-‘(1 +u~le~)-4-‘+o~“-P’~‘P+‘) 
=w(-a(p+l)@(e)(l+o(l))-a(p+l)~O’~”(l+o(l)) 
+ o(Q-(q-P)m+ 1’)) + O(Q” -PMP-c 1’) 
= w{ -a(p + l)s- ‘4P+l’e”-“4P+1))(] +0(l))) +o(e”-P’4P+‘)) 
=-w2@(@)@D(l +o(l))+o(&~)‘(~+1)) (using (56)). 
Consequently, for all sufficiently large values of Q, ele2 say, 
(69) .,I, ewWe9 24, + e”) - A(@, u))du 5 vy-2(~)p-aexp O(Q(’ -@‘(P+ ‘)). 
Returning to (63) it folIows from (68) and (69) that if QZZQ~ (e3 = max(e,, ez)) 
L3 I rym2(Q)eeu exp{ 0(&l -PMP+ 1)) - 2-l @(Q)Q~” ]e-n(e, u,) 
= ~-~(&-~exp{O(~(l -PMP+l)) _ 0&-(14P+ ~~)}~-~(Q~~o)~ 
Because of the second part of inequality (67) this results in 
(70) L3 = o(L2). 
Finally the asymptotic behaviour of L1 if ,Q -00 will be investigated. As 
A(@, U) is monotonically decreasing on [-log c#, u. - Q”] the following in- 
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equality holds 
(71) LIIu~e-“ce,U~)exp{~(~,~uo)-~(e,uo-~~)~. 
In a similar way as (68) was obtained, using lemma 1 with a = u. - @, b = u. it 
can be proved that for all sufficiently large values of p, eze4 say, 
(72) a?, uo) - m, uo - e”) 5 -2-l w2mP. 
Thus, from (71), (38) and (72) if follows that for all sufficiently large values of 
Q, ere5 (e5~e4) say, 
Lq I 2(s@)“(p+ 1) exp( -2-l V/2 ( Q)$a)e-A(a Q) 
= 2(se)‘m + 1) exp(-4-la@ + l)s- l&J+ I)$-(l/(P+ 1)))e-At@,uO), 
because of (56). On account of (51) this means that 
(73) Lq = o(L2). 
Combination of (49), (58), (70), (73) and (48) finally yields for I, = 0, 1,2, 
r A,(6) = a-‘c-a{27ra-1(p+ 1)-1}1/2(s~)1’2(p+ lk~(e~Uo)(l + o(1)) 
(74) 
i 
= qQ)c-(“+ W(, + l)-(P+w(P+ 1) 
l (1 + o(l)) 
-p(-~(a~,uo))- 
with 
(75) C(Q) = {2n(p + 1)‘(pa-Pg)“(P+ 1)}1’2. 
A similar reasoning as the above for A,,(6) shows that for B,(6) (see (11)) a 
formula just as (74), (75) can be derived with the only difference that a’, c’ figure 
instead of a, c. That means that if it is assumed that in (4) a > a’ the relation 
B,,(6)= o(A,(6)) holds. As a consequence it follows from (12) if a>a’, then 
(76) 4,(~)=A,,(Wl+ o(l)) (v=O, 1,2). 
5. THE ORDER OF APPROXIMATION 
In [l] it was proved that for each element p E B and each 6>0 the asymptotic 
relation 
(77) IQ =~o&v(l + o(l)) 
holds, with lo,(S) defined by (8). From (76) and (77) it follows that for v = 1,2, 
(78) I,-%J& = (~oe(~))-‘&,@)(l + o(l)) = (Ao,(~))-‘&J~)(1+ o(l)). 
Substitution of (74) in (78) then gives for v = 1,2 
(79) 
I 
l;‘Ive(6) = c-y’a(v + I)-@+ W2@+ r) exp{-A(@, (u + 1)/a, uo) 
+ %a l/a, u0>}<1 + o(l)). 
Because of (42) the relation 
exp(--;l(e, 2/a, ~0)) = o(exp(-%3 l/a, ~0))) 
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holds which means for (79) that 
W) r,-‘r2,(6) = o(l,-V,,(d)). 
With means such as used in [l] it can be proved that in (10) 
(81) JI,@), JzJ& and K, are W&W 
Combination of (lo), (79), (80) and (81) finally results in 
(U,f)(x) -f(x) = -c1’a2-(P+2)‘(p+ l) exp{-A(@, 2/a, uO) 
+ m, l/a, UO))fl(-a1 + o(l)). 
This gives 
THEOREM 3. If the class M consists of aN functions f(t) which are defined 
bounded and continuous on R, if f”(x) exists at a point x E R, if f’(x) # 0, if the 
operators U, (Q L 1) are given on M by (I), (2) in which B(t) is defined in defini- 
tion 1 and if A(@, (v + 1)/a, uO) is defined by (42) then 
E-% exp{A(e, 2/a, UO) - WQ, l/a, ~0)) {(Qf Xx) -f(x)1 = dJ’(x), 
with 
d2 = -=- 1 /a2 - (P + V/2@ + 1) . 
REMARKS 1. From theorem 3 it is evident that the order of approximation is 
(82) exp{A(e, 2/a, ~0) -WA 1/a, ~0)). 
2. If f’(x) = 0 but f”(x) # 0, then it follows from (79) with v = 2 
p+t exp{A(e, 3/a, uo) - A-(@, l/a, ~0)) ((U,f j(x) -f(x)} = d3f”(x), 
with 
d3 = 2-lC-2/a3-(~+2)/2(p+ 1) 
The order of approximation is now exp(A(e, 3/a, uo)-A(@, l/a, uo)}. 
Because of (42) with v= 2, resp. v= 1 this order is higher than that in (82) if 
f’(x) #O. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
In all applications of theorem 3 it is assumed that f’(x) # 0. 
1. If p = 2, q>3, case 1 in section 3 occurs and (42) gives 
A(@, (v + 1)/a, uo) = 3((v+ 1)/2a)2’3e1’3 + o(1) (v=O, 1,2). 
Hence theorem 3 yields 
lim exp { 3(2a)-2’3(22’3 - I)@‘” } {(U, f )(x) -f(x)} = -c-“a2-2’3fl(x). 
R-m 
The order of approximation is exp {3(2/a)-2’3(22’3 - 1)~“~ } . 
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2. If p = 1, q = 2, case 5 in section 3 comes up and (42) yields 
A(@, (v + 1)/a, u()) = 2((v + l)/cr)“%‘” + (2-i - r)(v + 1)/a! + o(1). 
Theorem 3 then gives 
lim exp{2a-1’2(21’2 - 
e-+- m1’2 1 W&f)(x) -.fWI 
= --~-l’~2-~‘~ exp((r- 2-‘)a-’ If’(x). 
The order of approximation is exp(2cr-1’2(21’2 - 1)~“~ ). It should be noticed 
that the constant factor in exp{A(@, ~/cY, ug) - A(@, 1 /a; uo)] has been brought to 
the right-hand side in (82). This is quite natural because this constant factor 
plays an unessential role in the order of approximation. 
3. If p = 1, q = 3/2, case 6 in section 3 occurs and (42) gives 
A(@, (v + 1)/a, Ug) = 2((v + l)@/a)r” - T((v + l)/a)3’4&4 
+ (1 - 9(r2/8))(v + 1)/(2cr) + o(l). 
Theorem 3 then yields 
-L 
lim exp{2Cr-1’2(21’2- l)e1’2-ro-3’4(23’4 - 1)e1’4) {(UJ)(x) -f(x)} 
(83) e-m 
= -~-*‘~2-~‘~ exp(((9r2/8) - 1)(2a)-‘)f’(x). 
The order of approximation is now 
exp{2,--‘/2(2’/2 - 1)&z _ ra-3/4(23~4 - 1)&4 >, 
the exponent is a quadratic polynomial in @l/4. 
4. If p = l/3, q = 3/5, case 9c in section 3 occurs and (37) gives 
uo=(s@)3’4(1+bl~f+...+b,~9}+o(l) 
in which ,ul =-l/5, ~2= -l/4, ~3 = -2/5, ~4= -9120, ~5 =-l/2, be=-315, 
,u7 = -13/20, fls = -7/10, lug= -314. Th e corresponding coefficients b, , . . . , b9 
can be calculated successively from (36). From this it follows that (42) reads 
A(@, (v+ 1)/a: U*) =4((v+l)/a)“43-3’4&33’4{ 1 +ci@‘+ *.. +c9p}+o(l) 
in which ,ul, . . . , p9 have the above values. Then theorem 3 yields 
lim exp{4(27cr)-“4(2L’4 - l)@3’4 + yr@‘1’20 + y~@l’~ 
e-m 
+ *-- + y& 1’20){wQfwkfw~ 
c-c -l/a2-7/8e-y9f’(X)e 
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